
	 	
		
	

JAMES MC HALE 
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________ 
Promotion: 
The promoter must present the artist’s name on all promotional materials in 
the following way: 
 

James Mc Hale  
(MDRNTY, Sunday Breakfast Zurich, Unusual Suspects) 

 
The addition of a country or city prefix is also acceptable as CH for the 
country of Switzerland and/or ZH for the city of Zurich.  
Artist must first see ALL artworks prior to event or print and reserves to right to 
request any changes should there present any issues regarding the name or 
use of artist's images or other references. ONLY after approval from the artist 
or management may the artwork be shared.  
 
 
Technical Requirements:  
1x Allen & Heath Xone 92 preferred��
2x Technics 1210 mk5 or mk2 turntables��
2x Ortofon Concorde turntable needles in good condition�[with 2 extra back 
up needles preferable]��
3x Pioneer CDJ2000 Nexus networked (raised on stands if available) 
[alternative 2 CDJ2000 and 1 CDJ 2000 Nexus]��
1x Secure area to hold and place record bag  
 
Artist requires 15cm space on either side of the mixer.��
Artist requires minimum 30min to 1hour sound check prior to the performance. 
Please keep the main sound system open and able to be adjustable during 
sound check and performance.  
 
**Any changes to any of the above must be first notified prior to performance 
to the artist or management to be approved. Artist reserves the right to refuse 
to perform if any of the above requirements are not met satisfactory. **  
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AREA FOR RECORD BAG 



	 	
 
Hotel Requirements:  
Minimum of 4* hotel, 1 double bed  
Pre-paid internet for the duration of the stay  
Breakfast included  
 
 
Hospitality Requirements: 
1 x Premium Gin  
5 x Tonic Waters 
5 x Iced Tea  
5 x Still Water 
Ice, ice bucket, clean glasses and a towel 
 
 
Guest List:  
Artist reserves the right to a minimum of 5+ invites on the venue’s guest list. 
Artist will provide names of guests to the promoter prior or on the night of the 
performance. Artist should be allowed to add to the 5+ if necessary and 
requested.  
 
**Any questions or changes to the above must be made in advance to the 
Artist and management, and must get confirmation with approval from 
Artist.**  
 

 


